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Abstract—This paper proposes novel online call scene seg-
mentation methods for contact center dialogues between an
operator and a customer. Call scene segmentation is useful
for many useful tasks such as summarization and information
retrieval. In addition, its online implementation is beneficial
in constructing operator assist systems. We define call scene
segmentation as utterance-level sequential labeling with five tag
types: opening, requirement confirmation, response, customer
confirmation, and closing. In order to perform online call scene
segmentation precisely, it is essential to capture interactions
between the operator and the customer. In fact, dialogues usually
include several sets of interactions; for example, the customer
raises a question and the operator answers it, or the customer
reveals own personal information and the operator repeats it.
In addition, each scene shows some tendencies of interactions;
for example, customer confirmation includes operator repetitions
more frequently than other scenes. To capture the interactions,
we present novel fully neural network based methods called role-
aware hierarchical long short-term memory recurrent neural net-
works. The proposed methods can capture long-range interactive
information by simultaneously dealing with, in an online manner,
both the sequence of sentences and the sequence of speaker
role labels. An experiment on Japanese simulated contact center
dialogue data sets demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed
methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the progress of automatic speech recognition tech-
nologies, utilization of the speech segments being captured by
contact centers is increasing. Contact center dialogues include
customer needs or typical annoyances, and their information is
very effective in improving business performance. In this pa-
per, we focus on call scene segmentation which splits contact
center dialogues into scene categories. Of course, extracting
the customer’s annoyances or customer’s personal information
is highly useful if not essential. In addition, segmentation is
beneficial for subsequent tasks such as summarization, and
information retrieval.

Call scene segmentation is closely related to topic segmen-
tation, a target of many studies. The two basic approaches
to segmentations are unsupervised methods and supervised
methods. Text-tiling which uses passage coherence to detect
topic change boundaries is a typical unsupervised method [1]–
[3]. More recent unsupervised methods use latent variable
models such as hidden Markov models or topic models [4]–

[7]. On the other hand, recent supervised methods construct
sequential labeling models [8]–[10]. Deep learning based
supervised methods have been shown to offer superior per-
formance to unsupervised methods but topic annotated data
sets are necessary.

This paper aims to develop supervised methods for call
scene segmentation since fixed call scenes can be defined for
call center dialogues. It is reasonable to split call scenes into
the following five main parts; opening, requirement confirma-
tion, response, customer confirmation, and closing. In addition,
we aim to support online segmentation so as to determine
scene categories in real-time; the chief goal is to enhance real
time operator assist systems.

In order to precisely perform online call scene segmen-
tation, it is essential to capture the interactions between the
operator and the customer. In fact, previous supervised topic
segmentation methods focused on just single speaker tasks
[8]–[10]. This is despite the fact that contact center dialogues
include several sets of interactions; for example, the customer
raises a question and the operator answers it, or the customer
reveals own personal information and the operator repeats it. In
addition, each scene shows some tendencies of interactions; for
example, customer confirmation includes operator repetitions
more frequently than other scenes. Capturing these interactions
is expected to improve segmentation performance.

In this paper, we propose fully neural network based online
call scene segmentation methods that can take the interac-
tions between speakers into consideration. Our idea is to
simultaneously process sentence sequences and speaker role
sequences in the dialogues. We implement the idea as role
aware hierarchical long short-term memory recurrent neural
networks that can consider long-range interaction information
between the speakers by exploiting speaker role awareness. In
order to extract the speaker role awareness, this paper exam-
ines two representations; one-hot vector representations and
continuous vector representations. Previous studies examined
neural network based methods that can consider interactions
in conversations or dialogues for document classification and
language modeling [11], [12]. To the best of our knowledge,
this paper is the first to detail segmentation methods that
can consider the interactions. An experiment on simulated
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Fig. 1. Network structure of role-aware LSTM-RNNs.

Japanese contact center dialogue data sets demonstrates the
effectiveness of the proposed methods.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes work
related to call scene segmentation. We define call scenes in
Section 3. Section 4 details our proposed method. In Section
5, we describe the evaluation conducted and the results gained.
Section 6 concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A lot of studies have examined the processing of contact
center dialogues. The most common research topic is sum-
marization of dialogues [13]–[15]. In addition, information
retrieval technologies have been investigated [16]. Anger de-
tection and customer satisfaction estimation were also exam-
ined in the field of contact center enhancement [17], [18].
No study has considered supervised call scene segmentation
although summarization and information retrieval are similar
to call scene segmentation. We can expect that call scene
segmentation will be highly useful in advancing other contact
center technologies.

Call scene segmentation is related to online sentence bound-
ary detection and end-of-turn detection. Both sentence bound-
ary detection and end-of-turn detection estimate whether a
speaker’s utterance is ended or not [19]–[22], so they address
the two-class sequential labeling problem, whereas call scene
segmentation involves multi-class sequential labeling. While
some sequential labeling methods employed hierarchal LSTM-
RNNs [9], [10], [22], role-aware methods that can take inter-
actions between speakers had been not examined.

III. CALL SCENES IN CONTACT CENTER DIALOGUES

This section defines call scenes in contact center dialogues
as the utterance sets created during the dialogue between a
contact center operator and a customer. In this work, we split
call scenes as follows.

1) Opening: Utterance sets from start-of-dialogue to end-
of-introduction.

2) Requirement confirmation: Utterance sets wherein the
operator fully understands the customer’s requirements.

3) Response: Utterance sets where operator responds to the
requirements.

4) Customer confirmation: Utterance sets where operator
confirms customer’s personal contact information such
as name, address, and telephone number.

5) Closing: Utterance sets from closing introduction to
end-of-dialogue.

IV. PROPOSED METHODS

This section details our online call scene segmentation
methods. The T utterance units of a dialogue are automatically
determined by speech activity detection (SAD). The dialogue
consists of sentence sequence S = {s(1), · · · , s(T )} and
speaker role label sequence R = {r(1), · · · , r(T )} where
s(t) represents word sequence {w(t)

1 , · · · , w(t)

N(t)} and N (t)

is number of words in the t-th utterance. In processing
contact center dialogues, speaker role rt is either operator or
customer. Call scene segmentation is to assign call scene labels
L = {l(1), · · · , l(T )} to the utterance sequence where l(t) ∈ L
and L is sets of scene labels. Thus, call scene segmentation
is regarded as utterance-level sequential labeling problem.

In online call scene segmentation, the t-th call scene label
l(t) is estimated from S(1:t) = {s(1), · · · , s(t)} and R(1:t) =
{r(1), · · · , r(t)}. For this, we model conditional probability
P (l(t)|S(1:t),R(1:t),Θ) where Θ represents a model param-
eter. The t-th call scene can be categorized by:

l̂(t) = arg max
l(t)∈L

P (l(t)|S(1:t),R(1:t),Θ). (1)

In this paper, P (l(t)|S(1:t),R(1:t),Θ) is modeled by role-
aware hierarchical long short-term memory recurrent neural
networks (LSTM-RNNs) which are based on fully neural
networks. Online call scene segmentation can be performed
in an incremental manner.

A. Role-Aware Hierarchical LSTN-RNNs

Role-aware hierarchical LSTM-RNNs must simultaneously
handle the sentence sequence and speaker role sequence. To
this end, we introduce word-level LSTM-RNN and utterance-
level LSTM-RNN. Word-level LSTM-RNN converts a word
sequence into a continuous vector representation. We intro-
duce self-attention bidirectional LSTM-RNN as the word-
level LSTM-RNN [23]. Utterance-level LSTM-RNN handles
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TABLE I
Experimental data sets.

#utterances
Topics #calls #words 　 Opening Requrement confirmation Response Customer confirmation Closing
Finance 59 55,933 140 542 3,027 2,023 349
Internet provider 57 47,668 112 346 1,901 1,221 235
Government unit 73 48,998 191 794 4,118 181 333
Mail-order 56 46,574 116 509 2,152 1,815 346
PC repair 55 55,101 126 664 3,824 1,319 330
Mobile phone 61 51,061 126 451 4,090 748 323
Total 361 305,351 811 3,306 19,112 7,307 1,916

a concatenated vector of speaker role representation and the
sentence representation. For speaker role representation, this
paper examines both one-hot vector representation and contin-
uous vector representation. Fig. 1 shows the network structure
of the role-aware hierarchical LSTM-RNNs.

In order to compose a sentence representation from words,
each word in the sentence is first converted into a continuous
representation. The continuous vector representation of the n-
th word in the t-th sentence is given by:

w(t)
n = EMBED(w(t)

n ;θw), (2)

where EMBED() is a linear transformational function to embed
a symbol into a continuous vector and θw is the trainable
parameter. In self-attention bidirectional LSTM-RNN, each
word vector representation is also converted into a hidden
representation that takes neighboring context information into
consideration. The hidden representation for the n-th word in
the t-th utterance is calculated as:

h(t)
n = BLSTM(w

(t)
1 , · · · ,w(t)

N(t) , n;θ
h), (3)

where BLSTM() is a function of the bidirectional LSTM-RNN
layer, and θh is the trainable parameter. In addition, the hidden
representations are summarized as a sentence representation
using a self-attention mechanism that can consider the impor-
tance of individual hidden representations. The t-th sentence
continuous representation s(t) is calculated as:

z(t)
n = tanh(h(t)

n ;θz), (4)

s(t) =

N(t)∑
n=1

exp(z
(t)
n

⊤
z̄)

ΣN(t)

j=1 exp(z
(t)
j

⊤
z̄)

h(t)
n , (5)

where tanh() is a non-linear transformational function with
tanh activation and θz is the trainable parameter. z̄ is the
trainable context vector used to measure the importance of
individual hidden representations.

Speaker role label is also converted into vector represen-
tation. This paper examines one-hot vector representation and
continuous vector representation. The one-hot vector represen-
tation of the t-th speaker role is defined as:

r(t) = ONEHOT(r(t)), (6)

where ONEHOT() is a function to covert a symbol into a one-hot
vector. On the other hand, the continuous vector representation

of the t-th speaker role is defined as:

r(t) = EMBED(r(t);θr), (7)

where θr is the trainable parameter.
In the utterance-level LSTM-RNN, interaction information

from start-of-dialogue to the t-th utterance is incrementally
embedded into a continuous vector representation. To this end,
the t-th sentence vector representation and the t-th speaker role
vector representation is merged as follows:

u(t) = [s(t)
⊤
, r(t)

⊤
]⊤. (8)

The t-th continuous vector representation that embeds all dia-
logue context sequential information behind the t-th utterance
is given as:

v(t) = LSTM(u(1), · · · ,u(t);θv), (9)

where LSTM() is a function of the unidirectional LSTM-RNN
layer, and θv represents the trainable parameter.

In the output layer, predictive probabilities of the scene
labels for the t-th utterance are defined as:

o(t) = SOFTMAX(v(t);θo), (10)

where SOFTMAX() is a softmax function, and θo is a model
parameter for the softmax function. o(t) corresponds to
P (l(t)|S(1:t),R(1:t),Θ).

Summarizing the above, when the speaker role
continuous representation is utilized, Θ is written as
{θw,θh,θz, z̄,θr,θv,θo}. In training, the parameter can
be optimized by minimizing the cross entropy between
a reference probability and the corresponding estimated
probability:

Θ̂ = arg min
Θ

−
∑
d∈D

Td∑
t=1

∑
l∈L

ô
(t)
l,d log o

(t)
l,d, (11)

where ô
(t)
l,d and o

(t)
l,d are the reference probability and estimated

probability of label l for the t-th end-of-utterance in d-th
conversation, respectively. D represents a training data set.

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Setups

The experiment used a simulated Japanese contact center di-
alogue data set consisting of 361 dialogues in 6 business fields.
One dialogue means one telephone call between one operator
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Fig. 2. F1-measure values (%) with respect to call scene.

and one customer; all utterances were manually transcribed.
Each dialogue was divided into speech units using LSTM-
RNN based SAD [24] trained from various Japanese speech
samples. We manually annotated the call scenes. Detailed
setups are shown in Table 1 where #calls, #utterances, and
#words represent the number of calls, words, utterances with
respect to the call scenes, respectively. We can see that each
business type has unique characteristics in terms of the about
frequencies call scenes.

The evaluation involved 6-fold cross validation open to
business type, in which 5 business types were used for training
and the remaining business type was used for testing. For the
evaluation, we constructed the following hierarchical LSTM-
RNNs.

• Hierarchical LSTM-RNN without speaker role represen-
tation. This is our baseline method.

• Role-aware hierarchical LSTM-RNN with one-hot vector
representation.

• Role-aware hierarchical LSTM-RNN with continuous
vector representation.

In these models, we unified the network configurations as
follows. We defined the word vector representation as a 128-
dimensional vector. Words that appeared only once in the train-
ing data sets were treated as unknown words. For speaker role
representation, one-hot vector representation was defined as
a 2-dimensional vector, and continuous vector representation
as a 32-dimensional vector. LSTM-RNN unit size was set to
400, and sentence representation was set to 400. Dropout was
used for BLSTM() and LSTM(), and the dropout rate was set to
0.2. For training, the mini-batch size was set to 5 calls. The
optimizer was Adam with the default setting. Note that a part
of the training sets were used as the data sets employed for
early stopping. We constructed five models by varying initial
parameters and evaluated using the model that had the lowest
validation loss for individual setups.

B. Results
The resulting F1-measure values are shown in Figures 2 and

3. Blue plots show hierarchical LSTM-RNN without speaker
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Fig. 3. F1-measure values (%) with respect to business type.

role representations, green ones show role-aware hierarchical
LSTM-RNN with one-hot vector representations, and yellow
show Role-aware hierarchical LSTM-RNN with continuous
vector representations.

Fig. 2 shows F1-measure with respect to the call scene type.
Response and customer confirmation were frequent scenes, so
they were comparatively easy to discern. Opening and closing
were more difficult than response or customer confirmation
although it is clear that they occur at the start-of-dialogues or
end-of-dialogues. The most difficult scene type was require-
ment confirmation. First, the proposed role-aware hierarchical
LSTM-RNNs outperformed the alternatives without speaker
role representations in all scenes. It indicates that interactions
can be captured by introducing speaker role representations. In
particular, continuous vector representation of the speaker role
was effective in improving call scene segmentation. This is
because the continuous vector representation can embed richer
information than the one-hot vector representations. In fact, it
substantially improved segmentation performance for the most
difficult requirement confirmation.

Next, Fig. 3 shows F1-measure with respect to the business
type. The role-aware hierarchical LSTM-RNN achieved per-
formance superior to hierarchical LSTM-RNN without speaker
role representation in all business types. This indicates that the
proposed methods are robust to differences in business types
as they well handle the interactions between speakers.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed role-aware hierarchical LSTM-RNNs
for robust online call scene segmentation in contact center
dialogues. We defined call scene segmentation as utterance-
level sequential labeling using five scene types. The strength
of the proposal is that it well utilizes long-range interaction
information by simultaneously handling both sequences of
sentences and sequences of speaker role labels. An experiment
on simulated contact center dialogues demonstrated that the
proposal could yield improved performance for all five scenes
and all business types compared with a method without
speaker role awareness.
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